We classify and distinguish optically biaxial materials, which can have triclinic, monoclinic or orthorhombic crystal symmetry, by the degeneracy of the indices of refraction of their four singular optical axes (Windungsachsen) in the absorption regime. We provide explicit analytical solutions for angular orientations of the singular optical axes in monoclinic crystals and orthorhombic crystals.
I. INTRODUCTION
It was pointed out first by Voigt in 1902 [1] that the two optical axes, i.e. crystal directions in which the index of refraction does not depend on polarization, of biaxial crystals split into four Windungsachsen, now mostly termed 'singular optical axes', in the absorption regime when the elements of the dielectric tensor are complex. Three crystal systems are optically biaxial, namely, in increasing order of symmetry, the triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic systems. In [1] the singular optical axes were discussed for an orthorhombic crystal assuming the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor to be small. The complete problem for orthorhombic symmetry was elaborated in [2] . In recent literature the general case, also including chiral contributions has been discussed theoretically [3] .
The forms of the dielectric tensor of triclinic ( t ), monoclinic ( m , for the non-right angle being in the (x, z)-plane) and orthorhombic ( o ) crystals without chirality are symmetric and given by (1c) * grundmann@physik.uni-leipzig.de † csturm@physik.uni-leipzig. de In the transparency regime the tensor elements are real ( = ), in the absorption regime they are complex ( = + ı ).
We note here that it is trivial and well known that for uniaxial crystals, e.g. xx = yy in eq. (1c), there is a single optical axis regardless whether is real or complex.
The discussion of the energy dependence of the direction of the singular optical axes for real biaxial materials has not been reported in the literature since spectrally resolved data for the dielectric tensor of such materials are rarely reported. Here, we first give a general discussion of the singular optical axes and the degeneration of their indices of refraction for the triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic systems. We also develop an analytical formula for the angular azimuthal position of the singular axes in monoclinic crystals. It can be simplified for xz = 0 and provides a complete explicit analytical solution for the orthorhombic case. Then we use the recently published complete dielectric tensor for monoclinic β-Ga 2 O 3 (available in a wide transparency regime 0.5-4.7 eV and within the absorption regime from about 4.7 eV up to 8.5 eV) [4] .
The analysis provided here in general and for the model material β-Ga 2 O 3 is prototypical for the treatment of the optical properties of further optically biaxial functional materials, e.g. used in photodetectors (absorption regime) or lasers (gain regime), both operating in the = 0 regime.
II. THEORY
We assume an incoming electromagnetic wave with wave vector along the z direction. The dielectric tensor is rotated by the polar angle θ around the y-axis and subsequently by the azimuthal angle φ around the z-axis arXiv:1601.03760v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 14 Jan 2016 (Fig. 1) , The problem of finding the optical axes can be formulated in the electric field E [6, 7] ,
n denotes the generally complex index of refraction that has an imaginary part in the absorption regime. With E = −1 D in mind and multiplying (3) with R −1 −1 R, the similar equation in the displacement field D is [3] ,
The latter approach uses nicely the transversality of the D-field. One of the three eigenvalues of (4) is zero and the equation becomes an eigenvalue problem with a complex symmetric 2 × 2 matrix,
The orientations (φ, θ) of the optical axes are found when the two (complex) solutions n 1 and n 2 of (3) or equivalently of (4) are the same.
There are generally eight solutions for biaxial crystals for the parameter range 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, related to the four singular axes and their forward and backward intersections with the unity sphere. Along the (singular) optical axes in the dissipative regime, only one of the two circularly polarized waves can propagate, thus Voigt called these optical axes Windungsachsen [1] . The mathematical reason is that at these singular axes the two eigenvectors of the matrix problem (4) are collinear and span only a one-dimensional space, leading to socalled Voigt waves [8, 9] . This is a general property of complex symmetric matrices [10] .
The two solutions n 1,2 determined from (3) are (˜ = R −1 R)
with r( , φ, θ) given by
The requirement of n 1 = n 2 for an optical axis leads to the condition
or just r = 0. Simpler analytical expressions for r actually follow from the equivalent equation to (3)
leading to r = 0, with 
for the monoclinic and orthorhombic case. The triclinic case leads to a more lengthy expression and will be treated in detail in a subsequent publication. For triclinic material, the values of n 1,2 (and r or r ) at opposite sides of the sphere are identical,
and the indices of refraction of the four singular axes are generally all different from each other. For a monoclinic crystal the following additional symmetry exists,
thus forcing pairwise identical indices of refraction for the singular axes. Two independent solutions for φ exist.
For an orthorhombic crystal a further symmetry (additionally to (14) and (15)) exists,
forcing all singular axes to have the same index of refraction; only one independent solution for φ exists. A summary for all crystal systems is given in Table I (the case = 0 is well known). Thus the three types of biaxial crystals in the absorption regime are fundamentally different by the number of different complex indices of refraction of their singular optical axes.
TABLE I. Number Na of optical axes for various crystal symmetries in the transparency regime ( = 0) and the absorption/gain regime ( = 0) (assuming = 0) and number Nn of different (complex) indices of refraction for these axes
The optical axes are found from the solution of r = r + ı r = 0, i.e. simultaneously r = 0 and r = 0. The solutions (φ, θ) can be found numerically from the intersections of the curves r = 0 and r = 0 in the (φ, θ)-plane. For monoclinic crystals, after a few algebraic transformations, the two independent solutions for φ are given by
We note that for orthorhombic crystals ( xz = 0, i.e. b = 0 in (18b)) the solution simplifies to
Considering (14) and (15), this solutions creates four azimuthal positions of the singular axes. For each of them two θ-values exist,
with
We note that for the solutions φ of (19), the argument of the arccos-function is real.
III. APPLICATION TO Ga2O3
After the proposal of a rather general categorization of biaxial crystals and analytical formulae for the angular positions of the singular optical axes we now turn to the discussion of a real material and some novel effects regarding singular optical axes. For monoclinic gallia (β-Ga 2 O 3 ; a unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2 [11] ) we evaluate the energy dependent complex dielectric tensor reported in [4] . We interpolate the experimental data (E) linearly and work here with energy steps of 0.01 eV. We focus on the optical axes in the absorption regime which starts at about 4.7 eV. The high energy cut-off of the data is limited by the spectral range of the ellipsometer used in [4] . (201) [100]
[010]
[001] or D 2 of (4) (at a given (φ, θ) position) we construct the E-fields (E = R −1 −1 R D) and their Stokes vectors with the components
In the following we use the normalized components, i.e. S In Fig. 3 the spectral dependence of the angular position of the optical axes of β-Ga 2 O 3 is depicted in detail. Fig. 3a shows the position in the (φ, θ)-plane and Fig. 3b in stereographic projection. The panels c and d depict the spectral dependence of φ and θ alone.
In the transparency regime there are two optical axes; they exhibit significant angular splitting into the four singular optical axes at point 'A' at about E = 4.78 eV.
Within the energy range E ≈ 7.23-7.33 eV marked as 'B', the singular axes are almost (but not quite) oriented along the [100]-direction (at θ close to π/2 and with φ ≈ π and φ ≈ 0), rendering the material "almost" uniaxial. However, here the φ-positions do not cross the φ = 0 or π symmetry line (related to the (x, z) mirror plane of the monoclinic structure). At E = 7.29 eV (and at E = 6.52 eV and E = 7.50 eV), one pair of singular axes is oriented exactly at θ = π/2, i.e. within the (x, y)-plane (Fig. 3d) .
Remarkably at points 'C' (E ≈ 8.14 eV) and 'D' (E ≈ 8.37 eV), one pair of the singular axes degenerates and lies at φ = 0 (or π) in the (x, z) symmetry plane. Thus at such "triaxial" points, two singular axes remain and one "normal" but absorptive optical axis (without chirality) exists.
The spectral dependence of the Stokes vectors is visualized for certain directions in Fig. 4 in stereographic projection (S 1 , S 2 ). In Fig. 4a the Stokes vectors are shown for the orientation 'W' as labelled in the icon of Video 1 (φ = 2.170042..., θ = 1.754275...). For E = 6.20 eV, the two vectors intersect at (S 1 , S 2 ) = 0. For deviations from that orientation, the vectors no longer intersect at the pole (Figs. 4b,c) . For the orientation 'W' the Stokes vector components are shown in a different plot in Fig. 5a where also the two solutions n 
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary we have categorized biaxial crystals with regard to the degeneracy of the index of refraction of their four singular optical axes in the absorption regime. Triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic crystals have in general 4, 2 and one different complex index of refraction, respectively. Thus the different crystal symmetries leads to distinguishable optical properties. We note that the three crystal systems that lead to optically uniaxial crystals (tetragonal, trigonal and hexagonal) cannot be distinguished optically. Analytical formula have been given for the complete angular positions of the singular axes in the orthorhombic case, (φ, θ)( ), and at least for their azimuthal position in the monoclinic case, φ( ).
The spectral dispersion of the singular optical axes in a monoclinic material (β-Ga 2 O 3 ) has been shown and accidental degeneracies deliver an "almost" uniaxial crystal (all four singular axes are very close) in a certain spectral range. At two distinguished spectral positions the crystal is found to be triaxial when two of the four singular axis are exactly degenerate, creating the novel case of a "normal" but absorptive optical axis and leaving two singular optical axes.
We think that the analysis scheme presented here will be useful to model, predict and analyze in detail and properly the optical properties of biaxial materials in photonic devices operating in the absorption and gain regime. 
